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This paper is aimed at examining th:4-ious s.teps and intr-lcaciek involved

in tailbring a periddical and monograph pi-Ice indeX to a'.university library,

and at raising a number of isasUes librarians).arrestling. with in an .''

attempt to Wance their acquisition budget. T e-authors describe the

difficulties involved in applying a simple methodology such as a price

index;when the data base has not been organized to play an active role.in

the decision-making process. Findings related tothe shifting'of Tibrary

funds from books to periodicals., the price increase differential between

doniestic and foreign titles,'and prices paid by the Library and those

advertized.by publishers are pi-esented.

't
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TOWARDS A PERIODICALAND MONOGRAPH PRICE INDEX

Ip

The purpose of this study is not to re-invent the wheel, as the field of

economics has long discovered how to construct and apply price indexes to

. various commodities, including library material's. However, publishers

and(particularly instkutionai librarians know that book and serial price .

indekes generally available to them must be used with caution because

they represent national price patterns and.should, under .no circumstances,

. 6e assumed to depict indiwidual library characteristics (Lynden, 1977).

This article is aimed at examining the vartou% steps and intricacies

involved in tailoring a monograph and periodical price indlex to.a uni-

versity library, ,and dt raising a number of issues librarians ate weestling

with in,an attempt to balance thei i. acquisition,- budget.i. ,

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Library Role in Jeopardy

Few Would deny the increanithg importance of infOrmation in our society as

half of the working population is invOlved with information ipdustries

; representing annual expenditures of one-third of a trillion dollars (Bo.ss,

1979). This affluence of information oupled with tight budgets and

rising librarx materials has put great tress 'on majoi- research libl^ary

managers (Drake, 1976). In fact, const tuents of.the university coMmunity

still expect them to.niake libraries vita arid dynamic centers of inspi-

ration, information and advanced researc (Axford, 1971; Pierce, 1978)

with an groding dollar budget.

Traditionally, universities have been allwating approximately 5%

of their educational and general budget to library opgrations (McAnally,

1963,. Drake, 1977); however, thisLpercentage distribution appears to have

kieen used more is-a convenient'device to divide up funds than pa the:
k

result of an evaluation of,actual library needs. When institutional



budgets were on,the rise, library managers enjoyed years of expanding

collections (Peterson Holland; 1976); today, they face a completely dif-

ferent set of circumstances:- a) most budgets have been frozen,;, b) price

increases of books-and serials have goneup at a much higher.rate than

other university costs (De Gennaro, 1977; ThomPson and Kronenfeld? 1980;

Lecavalier, 1980);. ond c) decisions are being made on serial subscription

cuts and monograph splArchase curtailment (Reid, 1976; White, 3976). This

scheme leads to the,obvious question:. how is a library sypposed to remain

an adequate and equitable interfaCe between the users-and the,ever increas-

ing production of literature when there is not enough money to meet the

commftments of the previous year?

Progress in Bibliometrics
f

A survey of the library scienc literature indicateS.a)ceen interest by

libra4 professionals in quantitative analysis sintO the publication'of the

,,SlapprJordan formula (1965). 1:he main Contribution of that formula wa to

introduce the notion of library materials allocation as a functiob of the

characteristics of,the curriculum, faculty, students, and other similar

factors. Fram that point on, followers have been hard,at work to iientify

and refine he variables most likely to result in equitable funding. The

d'epartmental library usage and literature size Were first considered by'.

McGrath, Huntsipger, and Barber (1969); the importance which society and

the university gave -to the work of a department, as well as its size and

composition was retained by Goyal (1973); McGrath (1975,'1978) gave strong

indications that the various features of the curriculum and the academic

disciplines should be a heavily weighted factor. Historical inequities

and collection evaluationlhare also frequently mentioned as subjectiVe
:

formula variables.-

*4,

Besid6s budgettrg and allotation fdrmulae, several other instrueents designed

to suggest directiohs in the decision-making process have been available.

Just to inform briefly of some of them, i is worth mentioning dost-effec-

tiveness analyses of library resource allocation (Mount and Fasana, 1972;

to
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Gold, 1975; Kohut and Walker, 1945), forecas,ting library growth rate,tech-

niques (Drake, 1976; .Leach, 1976), literature obsolescence scales (Goffman,

1970), and rank-order distributions of importance and usefulness of perio-

dicals derived from citation analysis (Garfield 1976). As Pierce (1978)

accUrately pointed Out, tbese statistical techniques have generally been

.met with a fair amount of'skepticism becaus-e department chairpersons felt

there was a 'danger that the results would be viewed as final decisions

i'nstead of guides.

,Measurement of Price Increases

In addition to the.quantitative instruments aforementioned, library manage'rs

have made extensivese of price indexes-to Justify and allocate budgets.

There are four most componly known periodical price indexes: a first one

is.referred to as the Library Journal iSrice index,(Clasquin, 1979); it,is

published annually in October and.refltts the pr'ice increase trends of

periodical publ,islied in the United States in the past three years. A

second price index is called the Blackwell Index, and is published each

year in the-May issue'of the Library Association Record (1979); since

Blackwell is a British agency, all prices are reported in pounds sterling

only; contrary to the Library Journal index, the Blackwell Index ncludes

foreign titles; the currency conversion problem,.howevermakes it less

readily usable. A third index identified as the Widener Periodical Price

Index was recentl'y developed by Williams (1978) in order to have a better

grasp on the price increases by country of origin. Finally, Brown and

Philips (1979) make an annual update of price increases of American

p4riodicals for as far back as a ten-year period. On the monograph side,

price indexes are generally not available other than under the formtf

yearly increases. Publishers Wedkly carries such comparative statistics

(Dessauer, 19vp).

Again,.no- matter hqw usefUl these figures are to depict pride patterns,

there is ample justification for preparing institutional data. ;The mix o'f

academic disciplinesin conjunction with the differential rates of inflation

1/11

is
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across discipli-nes appears as an obvious one.. Statistics compiled by Browb

and Philips (1979) show that the average subscription price of'an American

periodical 'last year was $30.37. Further scrutiny indicates that Chemistry

and Physics journals averaged $118.33 as compared to $14.67 for History.

The proportion ,between domestic and foreign titles is also a determining

factOr; a case in point is the Université de Montreal. As one of the'

largest universities in Canada offering a myriad of academid programs, the

Universite de Montreal also happens to be a French7sr.aking school. There-

fore, not only does it have to import, like most Canadian research

universities, a great deal of the scientific literatOr from outside the

country, but it must also try and accommodate.students with a certain

-number of French reference books and pertodicals whenever feasible. These'

conditions increase immensely the probability of dealing with agents, 00

paying more for postal services, and being at.the short end of the currency

conversion business, specially when the Canadian dollar stands at an unfgna-

rable position vis-a-vis the already devaluated US dollar.

I.

METHWOLOGY

A typical price index is generally designed by cOmparing the observed price

of.a commodity at a given period (t1, t2...,n) with the pride of the same

coMModity of an agreed-upon base year (to). The construction of such an

ipdex necessitates a fondamental decision regarding the homogeneity of the

commodity 'throughout the years. In other words, it must be ascertairied

that price variations to produce an item are directly caused by fluctuating

costs alone and.are not the-result of another m.ixture of components being

affected,by different rates of inflation in'the production proceks of'that

item. This decision is often an arduous one pecause of the difficulty

involved i'n identifying the principal constituents,of.a goods and in'
.

gathering hard data on diem. Can one assgrt-that the first editi n of

a book published in 1970 refesents the same.commodity ten years nd three

editions later? 'This type of inherent problem accounts for the ltmited

maneuvering rangerone is confronted with in this kind of study.-

/*



Three major steps were involved in the data collectiOn. First, tt was

necessary to reconstruct the financial picture of the University, the

-Librar y,,and the Acquisition Departglent, and to establish relationships

among them in terms of their relative importance and their .annual evoLution

for the last ten years (base year - 1971). This process also served to

determine the number of titles bought by subject area and the-amounts

of money used:

Second, a sample of subject areas and titles had to be selected. Ideally,

all subject areas and titles should have been included, but this route

proved to.be highly impractical since the needed information had to be

collected manually. Therefot*, it was decided that the sample shoulct

represent: $1) thefour,countries which were the major sources oi titles,

namely, Canada, France, treat Britain, and the United tates*, 2) the

four main categorief under which subject areas' were c1ustered that is, .

Health Sciences; Humanitles, Pure Sciences, and Social Scienc and 3)

the subject areas whiA constituted major expenditures by "the Acquisition

Department. The Lthrary Acquisition Department staff was tiihen asked to

provide at least five periodical titles on-the one hand and five monograph

titles off the other-hand for each of the 24 'selected disciplines in each'

of the four countries.

Third, the differential between the publist&S' advertized prices and prices

actually paid by the Library was of significant interest. This information

was gathered from catalogs of publfshing companies (Ulrich's, 1979). and

payment history records of the LibrarY. -Many invoice-related difficulties

led to the elimination of a number of'titles. Periodfclls published less

frequently than semiannually were dropped and so were the titles,aot paid

on an annual subscription basis. F41nal1y, when all technical difficultieS

were resolved, a sample'of 256 periodicalititlei distributed evenly aCross

the cells was left. ,Although the authors intended to cover both periodical

and monographs, it 6ecame obvious, durihg the data collection, that the lac

of a manageable and consistent data base din monographs woulip only lead to
A

unreliable and meaning1ess.results. Thejmain problem.arose from the hidden
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costs of book prices. Sometimes invoices did not indicate'Whether nsuradce,

postage, and discount dollar figures were already mixed ,with thetact al book

price. The size of purchase orders was another imponderable factor h cling

influence on the price of a book; by-and large, the bigger the purcha e

,order, the less expensive a boa was. Finally, a same book\ as often rketed

by different companies from one year tbthe next. All these bstacles led

to an imbroglio. Therefore, a more extensive case 0 made witt periodicals

while monographs are given lip ser.viceg
-v

) =

RESULTS

The dollar figures presented in Table 1 indicate that in'tbe last 9 years,
41,

the University educational and general budget,has more than tripled to

reach an index of 345 as compared with fiScal Iltase year 197 is

perceptage yield represents a yearly averave increase of 43% in inflated

dollars. This growth rate might, at first sight, appear phenomenal;'

however, during the same period, headcount enrolliiint we t from 18,000

to 28,000, wiih large contingents of studehts registerin in the more

expensive professional programs. The Library (329) and AcqUisition (335)

budgets kept a slightly slower pace, although sithilar, than the University'

budget. Observed dollar amounts allocated for all library expendit6res

varied5betwee4r5% and 6%, which is about the level of funding uspally

reported in the literature. Out of this total library budget, the_share

used to purchase periodicals and monographs ranged from 20% to 24%.

A rapid overview of Table 2 leads to a significant finding. Financial

resources werelinvested in periodicals at a.much higher rate (431) over

the years than it was the case-for monographs (264). In fact, there was

a complete reversal of the relative proportion of funds spent for periodical

subscriptions and book purchases,in the last 5 years. although periodicals

are now'receiving the larger share of the new distributionrcit is nothtng

short-of astonishment to notice that the number of periodi61 titles has

begun to decrease/along with the nose-dived downtrend of monograph titles'

(79).

f
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TABLE I

1
University, Library, and AcquisAtAori Budgets ($ Can.)

Univeissité de Montr@al .((

Fiscal
Year

University Educ ttonal
,and General Bu et

Library
Budget

AcUsition.
Buaget

Library t, Acduisition $'
University $ Library $. -

Amitiimt

$000
In ex

,

Amount
($000)

Index
Amount
0000) Index'

1971-72

1,975-76

1979-80

48
.0

99

167

600

500,

500

,

100
.

205

345

. 4

'2 910

5.150

9 570

.

4k

1160

177

9

600

1'60

2 01Q

1-

100

208

. 335

.
,

.

o
6.0

.

5t2'

5.7.

,

'

.

26.6 -.

. 24.3

21.0

,

-

e."

TABLE 2

Periodicals and Monographs ,

A

Evolution ofBudget'and Number,of Titles

NI&

Fiscal

Year

($000)

.

Acquisition Bqdget
.

Acquisition
- Budget .

Numbet" of Titles

Per.
Index

-Mon..
($400) Index,.%Per Mon. %

Per..

000) 1 Ode '
on.

(Q00)
Index

,

1971-72 _ 255 100 345 100 4 (e. 57 9.5 100 25.4 100

1975-76 555 218 695 201 44

,

-tt 13.2 139 25.0 99
,

1979-80 i 100 431 910 264 55 45 12.6 133 29.0. ,, 79

. ,., .
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I- When-one examines the periodiltal price index.figures.assembled in Table 3,,
;

the multifaceted problem of subsCription 'Costi"tecomes more obvious.:The
,

i
,

f

1
'prie ofydomestid jounais. has:risen at-a substantially lowei- pace than that

.of oreigh titles. 'The fact that this finding has been corroborated by
, _. ..

. ,

. many authorOn the literature (W6ite, 1976; Williams, 1970 is of very

... little-comfort because t.he Université.de Montréal Library buys amestimaied

miniinum af 7:5% of its periodicals from non-Canadiall sources, and more than

... i - 50% from Europe. Price increases have been particularly sharp for publications

originating from France and'Great Britain: let alone certain publications

i'- of very specialized fields, mainly in the Health Sciences, importeg froni

robust-ourrencyvtountries Such as Holland Switzerland, ana,West Germtny;'

by all means, the reported figures must be.interpreted as con.seryative-

u( e;Omate .' The Variation'in.inflation among subject.matter,categories
,

,---k
exhibits dif erentlal rates. Canadfan p-rice indexes are quite homogeneous

While-those of the three other countries fluctuate considerably acroSs
*

categoiles.
. .

'

Table 3 alsO shows price indexes of periodicals as reflecteg by prices

advertized by publishers and prices actually paid-by the Library.for the

same titles. This issue-is generally receiving marginal attention in the

literature despite huge differentials between the two sets oT prices.

Evidence demonstrates that the Library ii picking up a much larger bill than

the publishers' price rates would lend one to believe. For iljustrative

purposes, French Humanities periodicals have an index yield of.378 or 42%

per year according to the publishers' posted prices while the same commodity

recorded a Price index-Of 490 'for theiibrary'over a 9-year period, or an

aRnual average of 61%. The allocation index which represents the evolution of

dollar.allotment by funding category was found to be generaliy higher than

the indexes arrived at for each of the four' countries investigated. This

trend is not unduly alarming since the tese year data are not the same. A

more direct relationship would have been possible if the Library/had had

vailable records showing the relative proportion of periodicals ught,by .

country of origin in each academic discipline.

Ick
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"-TABLE 3

5.

-!Period,ical Price Indexes* ($Can.)

Compirison Between the>tibrary. .and the Publishers

.

Countries
,

.

t

Categories

Canada

Index
France
. Index

r ,

Gi.eat-Britain

.
Index

'USA

Index
Allocation
, Index by

Category, Lib. Pub. Lib. *Pub. 'Lib. Pub. . 'Lib. Pub.

.

Health Sc.

Humini ties
. -

Pure- Sc. -

.

Social Sc. .

.

f

.

%

217:

.$
.

225

-,.,

.229

.

190

.

194

173

. :

182

,

'

3634

,, 490.

400

419
,

.

298

378
,

365

.

313

426
.

. 426

38§

.

-1 ---1

)899

,

310.

347

360

308

,

a

252'

279
.

319.

237

.

4

203-

,

223_4v,

315

199

.

.,

.

399

560

502.

360

\ '

.

* Price index = 1979 Prices
t.. 1971 Prices

so.

1 4
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DISCUSSION OF TM RESULTS

the aitronomi91 inflationary rate suffered by most Academic libraries in

the past decade hasjeft librarians searching for logical, thotIgh oftentimes

,elusive, solutions. Many librarians haveclaimed that'they were "the victims..e

of diScriminatory pricing stratpemy n(WhIte, 1971, p. 364) becaus-e libraries

were' charged more than individuals for subscriPtions. That, libraries dre

the most affluent oup of buyers'avaNOTe seems to be a well-entrenched

fact amon*g publtshers, and not much relief, should 'be expected there: According
.

to,White (1976) who has studied the profit'taken by commercial publishers

of scholarly journals, there has been no evidence to subsitantiate unreasonable

operating profits. The Canadian Consumer Price Index. (*) for library
1

material7related goods and.services has increased sharply in the past years

as revealed in Figure 1. *This tendency becomes even more noticeable when

libraries'are buying a large proportion of foreign titles because of the

weakened Canadian dollar.',- -

;

For many years, most libraries have benefited fl the subscription-agency-

services because agents woul-d receive substantial discounts from the publishers-

and would pass part-of those reduciions to the libraries. However, discounts
_

.to vendors seem to have been trimmed down and therefore agents are forced to

charge more to libraries. In.that context, the economic role of inter-

mediaries should be, re-examined to avoid paying excessive costs for currency

exchange rates, address thanges, postage services, and other handling charges.

There exists a simple scheme that institutions must uncover to avoid payind

twice for foreign.m6ney conVersions. For example, a Belgian agent could buy

materials from France with French francs an'd ask the institution to get paid

in Belgian francs; obviously, this double foreign currency conversion is

costly. /This year, the'UniverSité de Montr6a1 Library is buying more than

ierer di0Gctly from the Oublishers in an attempt to reduce ttiosse extra charges.

certain periodicalS and monographs) mainly from France, are available

only through i)encies. - Also, there is an edutated senfiment among librarians

that when services prOvided by.agencies are taken away, the regular ltbrary

staff picks up the slack. Of course, this situation mig4111re'sult in greater

productivity as it might give rise to additional personnel demand. In the

t'
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FIGURE 1

CANADIAN CONSUMER PRICE INDEXES
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latter case, salary increases of the past few years would probably provide

enough incentives to examihe the economic consequences of dropping strcription

agencies. .

.

The toughest-assignment that librarians have tg carry out nowadays is the

protection of collection development. As reported by White and Fry (1977),

ten 4/ears agO libraries were spending twice as much on books, as on periodioals.

Today, more acq4isition dollarstare being4spent.on periodicals even though

the number Of titlei is on a downward slope in both categories'. In many

cases, this convenient shifitng of dollars has "allOwed many libraries to"

maintain theircurrent leVel'of periodical holdings'and to'postpone 'the

Often unpopular but neceisary decisions about cancelling'tripliCate; duplicate,

ahd iven'single'subscriptions. While Ifiany libkaries were facedth this

problem in the mid-70's', it seems that this phenomenon tias become Artoactite

at the Université de Montréal, in the late'70's.° How does one.go about

decidiq'to renew a subscription instead of purchasing a book? Generally,., .
., .

the line of reasoning is based oh the belief that periodicals are.the main -

sources of research. Studies (Kriz, 1978; McGrath, 1978) indicate that these

decisions must be made.on a subject-by-subject basisas tile importance'of

3ournals over books cannot be ass_umed.

,When tonfronted with tighter budgets, librarians' favored actions have

.,

generally been the following (White, 1977): 1) cut down on the placement

Ifof titles snot previbusly owned; this seems to be' an easier decision than ,

wt,

drop a subscription that has been automatically renewed for years, no matter. .
the degree of evaluation made on the periodical collection; 2) cancel

duplicate subscriptions; this action gives credence to the belief that

collection continuity is rated above information use; 3) delete foreign

periodicals, mainly those published in languages other than English. -These

are the a posteriori criteria that practicWis put in the forefront. It

is suggested that few librarians and institutions would approve of these .

gilidelinet if they.were told to apply them.. Howevert.dissenters have little

choice but toeffind more rational ,nd equitable ways to allocate diminishing

funds to acadethic departments.

a
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CONCA.USIONS'ANDIMPLICATIONS

This study can be4summed up with the following major findings: 11 a. drastic

Thift of library funds from books ta pet:iodicals has occurred.in the past

years; despite this transfer,sthe number-of titles is declining in both

categories; 2) foreign periodical titles, which constitute the over-

whelming prcipontion of subscriptions at the Univ5rsité de Montréal, are

much more'expensive than domestic titles; '3) periodical pricei actually

paid by the Library aret_higher than those advertized by _publishers, teCause

offactors such'as subscription agencies, _postal costs, internatiOnal .
.

exchanqe r4tes, 6hd.other harviling Services; and 4) if cost and resource

allocation studies are to be conducted wilth a reasonable amount of accuracy. ..

investment in staff time, the present data base'cannot be Used.

AAuming that the drifting Of funds from-books to periodicals was,a temporary s'

measure, the Library management is headingrfor major.decisiobS aboutiwhich'
.

periodical titles should be placed and which ones should be deleted. Although

*.no recipes are avail4ble.to make these decisions, 4. managnble information

44systemcapableofprovidir4onirequest hird data on basic questions sach as

the number and price of domestic and,foreign titles by discipline, -and of

establIshing relationships with other variables such as the qumber and,level
(

of students is .a sine qua hon condition to eTritable resource allocatioft

to academic unit and collectibn evaluation., gecause of the high proportion

of foreign titles purchased by the Library, it 4,also suggeSted that an

in-depth study be undertaken.to examine the econoinic., role of subscription

agencies.
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